Math anxiety: An update
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Math anxiety also directly contributes to avoiding mathematics (Tobias & Weissbrod, 1980, p.63). It is logical to avoid situations which bring on anxiety reactions. The ways in which avoidance contributes to failure and anxiety are perhaps a little less clear. Avoidance of mathematics engenders failure because a person who has successfully avoided mathematical situations for some time may lack the skills and knowledge needed when he or she is presented with a situation requiring its use. This is situation in which the individual is very likely to fail. Anxiety and mathematics: An update. Harvard Educational Review, 50(1), 63-70. About The Author.

Mathematics anxiety is an anxious state in response to mathematics-related situations that are perceived as threatening to self-esteem. Cemen (1987) proposed a model of mathematics anxiety reaction consisting of environmental antecedents (e.g., negative mathematics experiences, lack of parental encouragement), dispositional antecedents (e.g., negative attitudes, lack of confidence), and situational antecedents (e.g., classroom factors, instructional format) are seen to. A student's level of mathematics anxiety can significantly predict his or her mathematics performance (Fennema & Sherman, 1977; Wigfield & Meece, 1988), probably both in negative and positive ways. Miller and Bichsel (2004) claimed that math Math Anxiety is defined as “the panic, helplessness, paralysis, and mental disorganization that arises among some people when they are required to solve a mathematical problem.” A common phenomenon that affects many, math anxiety is related to performance anxiety and is likely to extend far outside of the classroom if not recognized and proactively managed. People who suffer from excess math anxiety may feel stress around numbers well into adulthood, negatively impacting their professional and personal lives.